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Autumn 2020 Resit Information for Students, Parents and Teachers 

 

Due to the extraordinary situation surrounding this summer’s exams, Ofqual has created an 

autumn 2020 resit exam series which will serve as an opportunity for any students that are 

dissatisfied with one (or more) of their final results from this summer to ‘resit’ the relevant 

exam(s) of the particular qualification(s) in the hope of achieving a better grade.  This resit 

exam series will cover all GCSE, AS- and A-Level qualifications from summer 2020 and the 

rough timeline of it is that AS- and A-Level resits will take place in October 2020 and GCSE 

resits will take place in November 2020.  (Exact exam dates can be found on the relevant page 

of the relevant exam board’s website.) 

 

As such, The Corsham School will be running a limited resit exam series for those GCSE, AS- 

or A-Level students who have received a grade this summer and need to resit in the autumn.  

In order to resit a qualification in the autumn, a student should complete the relevant resit 

form (entitled Resit Form for GCSE, AS- and A-Level Exams in the Autumn 2020 Resit Exam 

Series which can be found on the exam office page on the school’s website) and return it to 

the school’s exams officer, Mr Morris, by the relevant deadline, listed below: 

 

The Deadlines to Submit the Autumn 2020 Resit Form are as Follows: 

AS- and A-Level Resits: Wednesday 2nd September 

GCSE Resits: Wednesday 16th September 

 

Please note that, in order to be eligible for a new overall subject grade in the autumn, a 

student must resit all of the exam units that usually make up the qualification in question.  

There will be no requirement to redo NEA work/coursework for the autumn exam series, with 

the exception of Art-based subjects (Fine Art, Photography, Textiles). 
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Y11 Students Who Will Be Moving on to a Nearby College for Further Study in Autumn 2020: 

A Note 

Any Y11 students who have moved on to a local College for further study from autumn 2020 

may return to The Corsham School to resit any GCSE qualifications that they like, with the 

exceptions of GCSE English Language and GCSE Mathematics.  JCQ’s protocol for these two 

subjects, which The Corsham School will be following, is that students wanting to resit GCSE 

English Language and/or GCSE Mathematics should resit them at their new College (and not 

their old school). 


